GIANT SCHNAUZERS, Puppy Dogs 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos.

(19) SPICERACK'S WHISKEY TANGO FOXTROT BY

1  RAMAHILL. WS533248/04. 03/02/2016. BREEDER: Robin & Dwain Henderson JoAnn Edmonds. By Ch GCH Ramahill Absolutes I Am Legend Of RW-Ch GCH Happy Trails Dancin The Knight Away At Spi. OWNER: Robin Henderson.

GIANT SCHNAUZERS, Junior Dogs 12 Mos & Under 18 mos.

(11) CADBURY'S SUN OF A GUN. WS512657/04. 08/04/2015. BREEDER: Melisa Davis. By CH Stablemaster's Cool Johnny Cool-GCHG Spicerack She's All That RN CAA RATO. OWNER: Melisa Davis.

GIANT SCHNAUZERS, Puppy Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos.

(20) SPICERACK'S TWIST OF FATE. WS533248/06. 03/02/2016. BREEDER: Robin Henderson/ Dwain Henderson/ Joann Edmonds. By Ch GCH Ramahill Absolutes I Am Legend Of RW-Ch Happy Trails Dancin’ The Knight Away At Spicer. OWNER: Nancy Patterson Robin Henderson.


(52) SPICERACK'S ABSOLUTE POETRY IN MOTION BY

1  RAMAHILL. WS533248/01. 03/02/2016. BREEDER: Robin & Dwain Henderson JoAnn Edmonds. By Ch GCH Ramahill Absolutes I Am Legend Of RW-Ch Happy Trails Dancin The Knight Away At Spicer. OWNER: Robin & Dwain Henderson.


GIANT SCHNAUZERS, Puppy Bitches 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos.

(80) BLUECHIP TEMPEST. CW645513. 11/20/2015. BREEDER: Olga Gagne.  

1/BSS By AM Ch Lindsayleigh's Sherman-Delahive Totally Taboo. OWNER: Olga Gagne.

GIANT SCHNAUZERS, Junior Bitches 12 Mos & Under 18 mos.

(62) QUICKSILVER'S WHIRLWIND. WS505833/04. 06/02/2015. BREEDER: Terry Parker. By Ch Celestial Catch Me If You Can CGC VCD2 RE AXJ-Ch Ingebars Silver Chalice. OWNER: Leta Whittington & Pat Gandy.

(68) LAGNIAPPE'S ENDLESS STORY. WS502842/01. 05/09/2015.
BREEDER: Linda A. Waltman Holly Reed Chris Reed. By Ch Lagniappe's Attaboy-Ch Ingebar's Sweet Magnolia CD. OWNER: Linda A. Waltman Holly Reed Chris Reed.


(76) RIESENRAD'S ECHOS IN TIME. WS518329/01. 06/23/2015. BREEDER: Tarja Ahlgren. By Ch Stablemaster's Cool Johnny Cool-Ch Riesenrad's Kaleidoscope. OWNER: Tarja Ahlgren.

VETERANS SWEEPSTAKES
GIANT SCHNAUZERS

GIANT SCHNAUZERS, Veteran Sweepstakes Dogs 9 Yrs & Under 11 Yrs.

(39) CH LAGNIAPPE’S ATTABOY. WS199176/02. 10/02/2006. BREEDER: Chris Reed & Holly Reed & Patricia Gandy. By Ch Brighton's Never A Dull Moment-Ch Dekolk's Anticipation. OWNER: Linda Waltman & Holly Reed & Chris Reed.

GIANT SCHNAUZERS, Veteran Sweepstakes Bitches 7 Yrs & Under 9 Yrs.


GIANT SCHNAUZERS, Veteran Sweepstakes Bitches 9 Yrs & Under 11 Yrs.


(14) GCH CH SPICERACK SHE'S ALL THAT CAA RATO RN. WS193634/03. 11/04/2006. BREEDER: Jean & Ed Biggins & Robin Henderson. By Ch Ingebar's Uri Gellar-Ch Ruster's Diva At Spice Rack. OWNER: Melisa Davis. AGENT: Madeline Peterson.

REGULAR CLASSES

GIANT SCHNAUZERS

JUDGE: Mr Douglas R Holloway Jr

GIANT SCHNAUZERS, Puppy Dogs 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos.

19 SPICERACK’S WHISKEY TANGO FOXTROT BY RAMAHILL. WS533248/04. 03/02/2016. BREEDER: Robin & Dwain
Henderson JoAnn Edmonds. By Ch GCH Ramahill Absolutes I Am Legend Of RW-Ch GCH Happy Trails Dancin The Knight Away At Spi. **OWNER:** Robin Henderson.

**GIANT SCHNAUZERS, Twelve To Eighteen Month Dogs.**

1

**35 SKANSEN'S NEEKO V LONDON.** WS519548/02. 08/24/2015. BREEDER: Sylvia Hammarstrom. By Ch SKANSEN'S LONDON-SKANSEN'S KINDLE. **OWNER:** Sondra Cowan/ Margie Miller.

**GIANT SCHNAUZERS, Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs.**

7

**REGAL'S EVERYBODY LOVES ME.** WS467939/01. 03/31/2014. BREEDER: Bess A Stanger. By Ch Riesenrad's Love of the Slopes-Ch Ramahill's Regal Beauty of the Dark of RW. **OWNER:** Bess A Stanger and Payten Nitschke.

3

**11 CADBURY'S SUN OF A GUN.** WS512657/04. 08/04/2015. BREEDER: Melisa Davis. By CH Stablemaster's Cool Johnny Cool-GCHG Spicerack She's All That RN CAA RATO. **OWNER:** Melisa Davis.

A

**15 FIREZONE'S RAMOS' SPECIAL LEGACY.** WS49307/02. 01/15/2015. BREEDER: Marina Raukhverger. By Ch Rus Astershvarc Zone of Fire CD-Ch Zarina's Design Something Special. **OWNER:** Kathleen Reeb & Marina Raukhverger.

1/W

**23 FIREZONE'S RAMOS' SPECIAL LEGACY.** WS493017/02. 01/15/2015. BREEDER: Marina Raukhverger. By Ch Rus Astershvarc Zone of Fire CD-Ch Zarina's Design Something Special. **OWNER:** Kathleen Reeb & Marina Raukhverger.

4

**27 KENRO'S PAINT IT BLACK.** WS488293/01. 10/12/2014. BREEDER: Robin J Greenslade. By Kenro's 5 O'Clock Shadow-Ch Kenro's Happy Hour. **OWNER:** Pam Foster And Robin J Greenslade.

2

**31 LINDSAYLEIGH'S THUNDERSTRUCK.** CL611932. 06/12/2015. BREEDER: Derrick Wood. By Lindsayleigh's Nelson-Lindsayleigh's Camer0. **OWNER:** Derrick Wood.

33

**SAGA'S ARISTOTLE AF KNIGHT.** WS476337/10. 04/13/2014. BREEDER: Liz Lagmanson. By Gch Ch Skansen's Holy Knight-Gch Ch Gently Born Kiss Me Baby. **OWNER:** Liz & Mats Lagmanson.

**GIANT SCHNAUZERS, American-Bred Dogs.**

1

**21 SKANSEN'S RULE-BILL ALRICK.** WS376393/03. 03/15/2011. BREEDER: Sylvia Hammarstrom. By Ch Skansen's Buffalo Bill-Skansen's Exception To The Rule. **OWNER:** Jackie Y Henson-Larson.

2

**41 HISTYLE'S CITIZEN KANE.** WS513686/02. 03/22/2015. BREEDER: Michael & Jennifer Rutkas Angela Portner. By Ch HiStyle's Gladiator-Ch HiStyle's Lyrical For Pyro. **OWNER:** Carol Stewart & Michael Rutkas.

**GIANT SCHNAUZERS, Open Dogs Black.**

1/R

**5 AERDENHOUT'S OUTLAW.** WS451417/04. 11/09/2012. BREEDER: Janine Starink & Lisa Hawes. By Ch Cadbury's High on Zander Mountain-Aerdenhout's Drama Queen. **OWNER:** Sercin Yazycy & Janine Starink.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BREEDER</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>BREEDER NOTES</th>
<th>OWNER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(27) KENRO'S PAINT IT BLACK</td>
<td>10/12/2014</td>
<td>BREEDER: Robin J Greenslade. By Kenro's 5 O' Clock Shadow-Ch Kenro's Happy Hour. OWNER: Pam Foster And Robin J Greenslade.</td>
<td>GIANT SCHNAUZERS, Puppy Bitches 6 Mos &amp; Under 9 Mos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20 SPICERACK'S TWIST OF FATE</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
<td>BREEDER: Robin Henderson/ Dwain Henderson/ JoAnn Edmonds. By Ch GCH Ramahill Absolutes I Am Legend Of RW-Ch Happy Trails Dancin' The Knight Away At Spicer. OWNER: Nancy Patterson Robin Henderson.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>52 SPICERACK'S ABSOLUTE POETRY IN MOTION BY RAMAHILL</td>
<td>03/02/2016</td>
<td>BREEDER: Robin &amp; Dwain Henderson JoAnn Edmonds. By Ch GCH Ramahill Absolutes I Am Legend Of RW-Ch Happy Trails Dancin' The Knight Away At Spicer. OWNER: Robin &amp; Dwain Henderson.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>68 LAGNIAPPE'S ENDLESS STORY</td>
<td>05/09/2015</td>
<td>BREEDER: Linda A. Waltman Holly Reed Chris Reed. By Ch Lagniappe's Attaboy-Ch Ingebar's Sweet Magnolia CD. OWNER: Linda A. Waltman Holly Reed Chris Reed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>22 FIREZONE'S SPECIAL BLEND</td>
<td>06/09/2014</td>
<td>BREEDER: Marina Raukhverger. By Ch Rus Astershvarc Zone of Fire CD-Ch Zarina's Design Something Special CD. OWNER: Marina Raukhverger.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
24 CADBURY INGEBAR RUSTER'S DITA VON TEASE. WS447792/07. 06/26/2013. BREEDER: Melisa Davis & Maryann Bisceglia & Robert Fox. By Gch Ch Galilee Ingebars Bad Romance-Gch Ch Spicerack She's All That RN CAA RATO. OWNER: Melisa Davis & Maryann Bisceglia & Robert Fox.


76 RIESENRAD'S ECHOS IN TIME. WS518329/01. 06/23/2015. BREEDER: Tarja Ahlgren. By Ch Riesenrad's Love Of The Slopes-Ch Momentumm Stars and Bright Lights TD. OWNER: Tarja Ahlgren.

G I A N T  S C H N A U Z E R S, Open Bitches Black .

2 32 AERDENHOUT'S BRIGHT DIAMOND. WS451417/02. 11/09/2012. BREEDER: Janine A. Starink & Lisa Hawes. By Ch Cadbury's High on Zander Mountain-Ch Aerdenhout's Drama Queen. OWNER: D Lance Carter and Janine Starink.

4 34 KENRO'S EVENING RENDEZVOUS. WS488293/02. 10/12/2014. BREEDER: robin greenslade. By Ch kenro's 5 o'clock shadow-Ch kenro's witching hour. OWNER: robyn elliott & robin greenslade.

1/W/BW 36 MOMENTUMM ANNIE GET YOUR GUN. WS461661/03. 11/17/2013. BREEDER: CHRISTINE LIETZAU. By Ch RIESENRAD'S LOVE OF THE SLOPES-Ch MOMENTUMM STARS AND BRIGHTS LIGHTS TD. OWNER: KATHI SEAMAN CHRISTINE LIETZAU.


64 BRIGHTON'S YA-YA SISTERHOOD. WS446691/03. 06/01/2013. BREEDER: Pat Gandy and Leta Whittington. By Ch Brighton's Unjustly Accused-Yashanti's In High Cotton. OWNER: Leta Whittington Pat Gandy and Emily Kent.


1 62 QUICKSILVER'S WHIRLWIND. WS505833/04. 06/02/2015. BREEDER: Terry Parker. By Ch Celestial Catch Me If You Can CGC VCD2 RE AXJ-Ch Ingebars Silver Chalice. OWNER: Leta Whittington & Pat Gandy.

GIANT SCHNAUZERS, Veteran Dogs.

1 39 CH LAGNIAPPE'S ATTABOY. WS199176/02. 10/02/2006. BREEDER: Chris Reed & Holly Reed & Patricia Gandy. By Ch Brighthon's Never A Dull Moment-Ch Dekolk's Anticipation. OWNER: Linda Waltman & Holly Reed & Chris Reed.

GIANT SCHNAUZERS, Veteran Bitches.


1 14 GCH CH SPICERACK SHE'S ALL THAT CAA RATO AM RN. WS193634/03. 11/04/2006. BREEDER: Jean & Ed Biggins & Robin Henderson. By Ch Ingebar's Uri Gellar-Ch Ruster's Diva At Spice Rack. OWNER: Melisa Davis. AGENT: Madeline Peterson.

GIANT SCHNAUZERS, Best of Breed Competition.


BB

29 CH INGEBAR’S TYNAN DANCES WITH WILDFLOWERS. WS443169/02. 05/08/2013. Dog. BREEDER: Maryann Bisceglia. By Ingebars Goodfella-Ingebars Hey There Delilah. OWNER: Carol Mann & Maryann Bisceglia.

38 CH MAGNA'S CAN'T TAKE MY EYES OFF OF YOU. WS493779/03. 08/13/2014. Bitch. BREEDER: Pat Malan. By Ch Magna's Kaetye Patrizio Dante-Ch Magna's Kaetye Mia Carlyn. OWNER: Mary L. Dick and Pat Malan.

40 CH HISTYLE'S INNUENDO. WS413267/01. 05/24/2012. Bitch. BREEDER: Michael & Jennifer Rutkus & Lisa & Lloyd Graser. By Ingebars we will rock you-Ch Krywufe's Thirteen O'eight. OWNER: Donna Jansen & Greg Reyna & Michael Rutkus. AGENT: Greg Reyna.


GIANT SCHNAUZERS, Brood Bitch.


OBEEDIENCE COMPETITION

JUDGE: Mr Rick L Garvin
Novice A.

NQ

12 FANTA C XILI RN RA CGC.

Novice B.

NQ


186.0 / 2

(11) FIREZONE'S SPECIAL BLEND.

197.5 / 1/HT


Open A.

NQ


Open B.

190.5 / 1


NQ

8 MOMENTUMM FULL VOLUME CDX PT OA OAJ. WS268830/05. 06/16/2008. Bitch. Giant

**181.5 / 2**


**Utility A.**

**NQ**


**Utility B.**

**NQ**

(9) **CH MOMENTUMM FADE TO BLACK UD GO RAE.**


**Veterans.**

**158.0 / 1**

(8) **MOMENTUMM FULL VOLUME CDX PT OA OAJ.**


**Graduate Novice.**

**185.5 / 1**


**Beginner Novice A.**

**194.0 / 1**

(12) **FANTA C XILI RN RA CGC.** WS466988/03. 04/02/2014. Bitch. Giant Schnauzers. Breeder: Nancy Nier. By Ch Histyles Big Show Father and Son-Ch Fanta C's Now That's Just Hinky. **Owner:** N. Eric Riley.
Novice B.


Rally Novice B Class.

086.0 / 3 19 MOMENTUMM FULL VOLUME CDX PT OA OAJ. 

098.0 / 1 20 FIREZONE'S SPECIAL BLEND. **WS473340/02.** 06/09/2014. Bitch. Giant Schnauzers. Breeder: Marina Raukhverger. By Ch Rus Astershvarc Zone of Fire CD-Ch Zarina's Design Something Special CD. **Owner: Marina Raukhverger.**


A 22 KENRO'S PAINT IT BLACK. **WS488293/01.** 10/12/2014. Dog. Giant Schnauzers. Breeder: Robin J Greenslade. By Kenro's 5 O'Clock Shadow-Ch Kenro's Happy Hour. **Owner: Pam Foster And Robin J Greenslade.**


Rally Excellent A Class.


092.0 / 1 10 FANTA C XILI RN RA CGC. **WS466988/03.** 04/02/2014. Bitch. Giant Schnauzers. Breeder: Nancy Nier. By Ch Histyles Big Show Father and Son-Ch Fanta C's Now That's Just Hinky. **Owner: N. Eric Riley.**